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ION THRUSTERPERFORMANCEMODEL
John R. Brophy
A model describing the performance of high flux density, cusped magnetic
o field ion thruster designs was developed during this grant period. This work
is described in detail in Ref. 1 so it will only be summarized here. The
model is formulated in terms of the average energy required to produce an
ion in the discharge chamber plasma and the fraction of these ions that are
extracted to form the beam. The direct loss of high energy (primary) elec-
trons from the plasma to the anode is shown to have a major effect on thruster
performance. The model provides simple algebraic equations enabling one to
calculate the beam ion energy cost, the average discharge chamber plasma ion
energy cost, the primary electron density, the primary-to-Maxwellian electron
density ratio and the Maxwellian electron temperature. Experiments which
show the model correctly predicts the variation in plasma ion energy cost
for changes in propellant gas (Ar, Kr and Xe), grid transparency to neutral
atoms, beam extraction area, discharge voltage, and discharge chamber wall
temperature are described in Ref. I.
The model and experiments indicate that thruster performance may be
described in terms of only four thruster configuration dependent parameters
and two operating, parameters. The model also suggests that improved per-
formance should be exhibited by thruster designs which extract a large
fraction of the ions produced in the discharge chamber, which have good
primary electron and neutral atom containment and which operate at high
propellant flow rates. In addition, it suggests that hollow cathode
_ efficiency becomes increasingly important to the discharge chamber per-
formance as the discharge voltage is reduced. Finally, the utility of the
model in missionana|ysiscalculationsis demonstrated. The model makes
it easy to determinewhich changes in thrusterdesign or operatingparam-
eters have the greatesteffect on the payloadfractionand/or mission
duration.
IONBEAMLETSTEERINGFORTWO-GRID
ELECTROSTATICTHRUSTERS
John M. Homa
An experimentalstudy of ion beamletsteering in which the direction
of beamletsemitted from a two-gridaperture system is controlledby relative
translationof the grids,was completedduring the grant period. This work
is describedin Ref. 2 so it will only be summarizedhere. The resultspre-
sented in Ref. 2 can be used to design electrostatic,ion acceleratingdevices
for which the directionand focus of emerging beamletsare important. De-
flectionand divergenceangle data are presentedfor two-gridsystemsas a
function of the relative lateraldisplacementof the holes in these grids.
At large displacements,acceleratorgrid impingementsbecome excessiveand
this determinesthe maximumallowabledisplacementand as a result the useful
range of beamletdeflection. Beamletdeflectionis shown to vary linearly
with grid offset angle over this range. Values of deflection-to-offsetangle
ratio and useful range of deflectionare given as functionsof grid-hole
geometry,normalizedperveancelevel, and acceleratingvoltage levels. The
divergenceof the beamlets is found to be unaffectedby grid offset over the
useful range of beamletdeflection. The grids of a typicaldished-gridion
thrusterare examinedto determinethe effectsof thermallyinducedgrid
distortionand prescribedoffset of grid hole centerlineson the character-
istics of the emergingbeamlets. The resultsare used to determinethe
region on the grid surface where ion beamlet deflections exceed the useful
range. Over this region high accelerator grid impingement currents and
rapid grid erosion are predicted.
THEANNULARFLOWELECTROTHERMALRAMJET
Ben D. Shaw
Theoretical analysis of the annular flow, electrothermal, plug ramjet
was completed and the results are described in Ref. 3 so the results of this
work will also simply be summarized here. In Ref. 3 the ramjet is examined
as a possible means of achieving rapid projectile acceleration to velocities
for such applications as direct launch of spacebound payloads. The perform-
ance of this ramjet device operating with hydrogen propellant is examined
for cases where this working fluid is treated (I) as a perfect gas and (2) as
o a gas that is allowed to dissociate and ionize and then recombine with finite
reaction rates in the nozzle. Performance results For these cases are compared
to the performance of a conventional ramjet operating with perfect gas} hydrogen
propellant. It is shown that the performance of the conventional ramjet is
superior to that of the annular flow, electrothermal ramjet. However, it is
argued that the mechanical complexities associated with the conventional
ramjet would make it impractical, and for this reason the annular flow, electro-
thermal ramjet is more desirable as a launch system. Models are presented
which describe both electrothermal_plug ramjet and conventional ramjet opera-
tion, and it is shown that for a given flight velocity there is a rate of
heat addition per unit propellant mass for which ramjet operation is opti-
mized. In general, dissociation and ionization losses in the hydrogen
propellant are found to be small and nozzle flow is shown to be near
4chemical equilibriumrather than the chemicallyfrozen state. It is demon-
stratedthat diffuser shock losses,while significant,do not degrade per-
formanceto unacceptablylow levels. Data are presentedin such a way that
they can be used in analyzingvariousmission profiles. It is demonstrated
that the residencetimes of fluid particleswithin the electrothermal:plug
ramjet are small comparedwith the times requiredfor flowfieldto change
significantly. It is argued,therefore,that errors introducedby assuming
quasi-steadyflow are not excessive. The thermalefficiencesover different
launch cycles are shown to be high (between30% and 40%), and the pressure,
temperatureand power demand requirementsare demonstratedto be reasonable.
RING CUSPDISCHARGECHAMBERSTUDIES
Jeff Hiatt
The ring cusp discharge chamber design proposed by Sovey for ion thruster
° applications in 1982 is attractive because it shows significantly lower beam
ion energy costs than its predecessor, the low strength, divergent magnetic
field thruster.4 The reason that the ring cusp thruster shows this improved
performance is, however, not clear because several design parameters were
changed to transform the low strength, divergent magnetic field thruster into
the ring cusp design. Specifically the ring cusp thruster differs from its
predecessor, the divergent field thruster, because a) it utilizes high magnetic
flux density magnets [a few thousand gauss at the magnet surface vs a few
hundred gauss for the divergent field design], b) it effects electron collec-
tion at an anode on the magnetic field cusp rather than at an anode between
cusps and c) it utilizes a hollow cathode exposed directly to the discharge
chamber plasma rather than one that couples through a baffle aperture to the
discharge plasma. This last design difference coupled with somewhat different
magnetic field shapes for the two designs suggests that primary electrons are
supplied to the discharge chamber along different magnetic field surfaces of
revolution for the two designs. In order to investigate the effects of changes
in magnetic field strength and points of electron emission and collection
independently and to determine if still greater performance improvements might
be realized in the ring cusp design, a series of experiments were conducted on
an 8 cm ring cusp thruster. The thruster used in the study was designed so
either the chamber length, the region of electron injection or the anode
location relative to the magnetic field cusp could be varied during operation.
Interpretation of the experimental results obtained in this study will
be couched in terms of the ion thruster discharge chamber model proposed by
6Brophy. 1 By examining the key parameters associated with this model, namely
the plasma ion energy cost (_p) and the extracted ion fraction (fB), it will
be possible to determine whether improvements in performance caused by
changing discharge chamber length, region of electron injection or region of
electron collection actually come about because of improved utilization of
the energy supplied to discharge chamber electrons, an increase in the fraction
of the plasma ion extracted into the ion beam or both.
Apparatus and Procedure
The basic 8 cm diameter discharge chamber used in these studies is shown
schematically in Fig. I. In the configuration of Fig. I, the chamber is
arranged so the steel backplate can be moved axially under the action of the
lead screw, yoke and guideposts. In other configurations (Figs. 2 and 3) the
lead screw is connected through the yoke and appropriate insulators to either
the cathode or anode so their axial location can be varied during operation.
In each of these configurations, the steel cylindrical housing has a 9.2 cm
inside diameter and both it and the steel backplate are 6.4 mmthick. A single
1.9 cm x 1.3 cm x 0.5 mmthick samarium cobalt magnet on the thruster center-
line and a ring of these magnets arranged end-to-end 3.7 cm upstream of the
grids drive the magnetic circuit (Figs. 1 and 3). For the cathode study
(Fig. 2) the ring magnet is 3.2 cm upstream of the grids. These magnets
have a flux density of 0.27 T at their surfaces and they are arranged so
the polarity on the outer surface of the ring magnet is opposite to that
at the outer surface of the centerline magnet. An iron filings map of the
resulting magnetic field for the case where the backplate is 11.7 cm up-
stream of the grids is shown in Fig. 4. Because of the high magnetic field
strengths in this chamber, the unique procedure described in Appendix A had
to be developed to make this iron filings map. It is noted that Figs. I, 2
and 3 show cooling coils on the backplate and sidewalls; they are provided to
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insurethe magnetswill not be overheatedand to preventthermallyinduced
bindingof the movablebackplate.
In all configurationsthe grids have a cold spacingof 0.86 mm, the
screengrid holes are 1.9 mm dia, the accel grid holes are 1.7 mm dia and
the hole-to-holespacingon these grids is 2.2 mm. For all tests the screen
grid potentialwas 750 v, the accel grid voltagewas -250 v and argon pro-
pellantwas fed throughthe dischargechambersidewallin the manner suggested
in Figs. l, 2and 3. The tests were conductedat a dischargevoltageof 50 v
unlessotherwisenoted. All tests were conductedin a 45 cm dia vacuumbell
jar system in which the backgroundpressurevariedover the range 5 x lO-s
Torr to 2 x lO-4 Torr duringtesting. Neutral densitiesand propellantutili-
zationshaveall been correctedfor neutralbackflowassociatedwith the bell
_ jar pressurethat prevailedduring each particulartest.
For the dischargechamberlengthstudies,the backplatecould be moved
over the range from If.7 cm to 5 cm upstreamof the grids during ion source
operation. The cold thrusterdiametricalclearancebetweenthe backplate
and the cylindricalhousingwas 0.13 mm. This valuewas selectedas suffi-
cientlygreat to permitaxial motion of the backplatewithoutimposinga
large reluctancein the magneticcircuitat the backplate-sidewallinterface.
- For these studies,two 0.25 mm dia tungstenfilamentcathodes,havinga
diametricalextentof 6 cm, heated by alternatingcurrentswere used. The
filamentswere located_ 1.5 cm upstreamof the screengrid. The anodesused
in this seriesof tests were 0.25 mm thick steel sheetsmagneticallyattracted
toward,but separatedfrom, the centerlineand ringmagnets by 0.76 mm thick
flexiblemica sheets--inthis configurationelectroncollectionoccurs at the
magneticfield cusp. For these tests the screengrid was maskeddown to produce
an 8 cm dia. beam.
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For the study of the effectsof cathodepositionon performance,the
backplatewas fixed at an ll.7 cm lengthand the guidepostsof Fig. l were
replacedby piecesof quartz tubing that housed copperwires supportinga
single0.75 cmdia cathodecoil of 0.25 mm dia tungstenwire in the manner
suggestedby Fig. 2. The coil structureextended4 cm across the discharge
chamber;this configurationwas selectedto be sufficientlyflexibleso the
wire would not break as it was moved under the actionof the lead screw and
yoke over its axial range from 0.7 to 7 cm upstreamof the grids. Anodes
were also locatedat the magnetsurfaces for this study so electroncollec-
tion occurredat the cusps of these magnets. The screen grid was again
masked downto producean 8 cm dia. beam.
In studyingthe effectsof anode positionon performance,the anode
positioncould be varied continuouslyat each of three backplateaxial
locations(correspondingto chamberlengthsof ll.7, 8.8 and 5.3 cm). The
dual, tungstenfilamentcathodepositionwas howeverheld fixed at 1.5 cm
upstreamof the grids. In order to conductthese tests, the sheet metal
anodes on the magnetswere replacedby a single stainlesssteelwire loop
anode supportedfrom the movableyoke by copper wires housed in aluminum
oxide tubes after the manner suggestedin Fig. 3. Actuallyanode loops having
major diametersof 7.6, 6 and 4 cm were all testedand they could be moved
over the range from l cm to lO cm upstreamof the grids under the action of
the yoke and lead screw. For this test the screengrid was masked to produce
a beam diameterof 4 cm.
The basic test proceduresused in conductingall of the test were similar
and involvedestablishmentof the desiredargon mass flow rate (m) (I00-700
mA eq.) and a steadydischargeat a 50 v dischargevoltage (VD) and a moderate
dischargecurrent(JD). The dischargecurrentwas then changedin increments
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and the dischargecurrent,ion beam current(JB) and ion productioncurrent
(Jp) were measuredat each increment. The parameterof interest(chamber
length,cathodeor anode location)was then variedand the procedurewas
repeated. If desired,the propellantflow rate could also be changedand this
procedurecould be repeated. Extractedion fractions(fB) and energycosts
per plasma ion (_p)were computedfrom the measureddata using the usual
1
equations.
fB = JB/JP (l)
Cp = (JD - JP) VD/JP (2)
The ion productioncurrentwas determinedin the conventionalwayI for these
tests. This is accomplishedby biasingthe thrusterbody and screen grid
30 v negativeof cathodepotentialto repel electronsso the ion currents
_ to each of these surfacescan be measured. The sum of the ion currentsto
these surfacesand into the beam approachesthe total ion productioncurrent
(Jp). It shouldbe noted that in conductingthe study of the effect of anode
positionon performancethe dischargewould go out when the anode was moved
too far from the axial locationof the magneticfield cusp. The axial loca-
tion of the anode at which this occurredrepeatedlyfor a given anode loop
diameteris referredto as the extinctionpoint for that loop. In this report
the extinctionpoint will always be the one betweenthe cusp at the ring mag-
net and the grids becauseoperationof the thrusterwith the anode on the other
side of the cusp (upstream)always resultedin poorer performance.
The error betweenthe true ion productioncurrentand the measuredcurrent
is due to the collectionof ions on the anode and the cathodewires and
supportposts. This error shouldbe small becausethe areas of these
surfacesare small romparedto those of the thrusterbody and grid.l
Iii i
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Results
Effect of DischargeChamberLength
As dischargechamberlength increases,the ratio of the path length for
a typical primaryelectronthat reachesan anode to its mean free path for
inelasticcollisionsalso increases. As a result the probabilitythat a
primaryelectronwill lose its energy in an ionizingcollisionincreases. Two
recent theoreticalmodels have employed these facts to show the energycost of
a plasma ion shoulddecreasewith dischargechamber length.1'5 Results showing
that this trend is also observed experimentallyare given in Fig. 5. While
these data were obtained at a flow rate of I03 mA eq., this generalresult was
typicalover the limitedflow rate range investigated. While the data of Fig. 5
suggestthis trend is independentof propellantutilization,it should be noted
that the theoreticalmodel of the processI suggeststhat the plasma ion energy
cost should become independentof chamber length at very low utilizationsand
high flow rates.
The overall ring cusp thruster performance(beam ion energy cost) is
dependenton both on the plasma ion energy cost and the fractionof the plasma
ions produced that are extractedinto the beam. The typicaleffect of discharge
chamberlength on the extractedion fractionmeasured in these tests is shown
in Fig. 6. It is observed to decreaseas the dischargechamber is lengthened,
and to decrease less rapidlyas the propellantutilizationis increased. It
should be noted that the curves of Fig. 6 correspondto operationat constant
beam current (mass flow rate and utilizationare both constant). This leads
to the observationthat increasingthe chamberlength causes the extracted
ion fraction to decrease becausethe ion productioncurrent increaseswhile
the beam currentremainsconstant. The decrease in extractedion fractionwith
chamber length is expected becausethis fractionshould be directlyproportional
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to the ratio of beam cross sectional area to the surface area of the discharge
chamber and this ratio decreases with chamber length. The effects of Propellant
utilization on the extracted ion fraction vs. discharge chamber length curve
is not predicted by existing models.
The energy cost of a beam ion (CB) is described in terms of the plasma
ion energy cost (_p) and the extracted ion fraction (fB) by the equation I
_p l-f B
- fB+ vD (3)
for the present case where the fraction of the thruster interior surface area
at anode potential is small. Applying this equation to the results of Figs. 5
and 6 yields the plots shown in Fig. 7. These plots suggest there is an
optimum discharge chamber length for this 8 cm dia. ring cusp thruster (i.e.
the one of Fig. I) of 8-9 cm which will yield a minimum beam ion energy cost.
This minimum is, however, observed to be quite broad so chamber length does
not have a strong influence on performance. It is noted that a similar
optimum length was observed by Isaacson and Kaufman for a 15 cm dia. multi-
pol_argon thruster. 6 It is also noted that the results of Fig. 7 apply to
the case where electron collection occurs at the magnetic field cusps and the
optimum length observed for this case will be shown later to be different
from the one obtained when the region of electron collection is moved axially
away from the midpoint of these cusps.
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Effectof CathodeLocation
The dramaticeffect of the axial locationof a filamentcathodeon the
energy cost per plasma ion for an 8 cm dia., If.7 cm long ring cusp thruster
(the one of Fig. 2) is shown in Fig. 8. These particularresultswere ob-
tained at a propellantutilization(nu) of 41% and flow rate (m) of 150 mA eq.
but they are typicalof all of the resultsobtainedin this study. They show
the lowest plasma ion energy cost when the cathode is close to the grids. The
plasma ion energy cost is observed to rise rapidlyas the cathode is moved up-
stream from the vicinityof the grids until it peaks as the cathodemoves
throughan axial location near that of the ring magnet and its cusp. Further
upstreammovementof the cathodecauses the plasma ion energy cost to drop
slightlyand then level out. The horizontalerror bars in Fig. 8 indicatethe
_ range over which emissionoccurredfrom the 0.75 cm dia. spiral cathodewires
at a given axial location. It is believedthat the highestenergy cost per
plasma ion occurs in the Fig. 8 data when the cathode is near the cusp because
a substantialfractionof the primaryelectronsemittedfrom this locationcan
travel in a straightline along the axis of the cusp and its associatedcon-
vergingmagnetic field to the anode. This convergingmagnetic field can be
seen in the iron filingsmap of Fig. 4. When the cathodeis moved downstream,
toward the grids, direct access to the anode along the axis of the cusp is
denied, reflectionfrom the convergingmagnetic field increases7 and primary
electron losses to the anode decrease. Axial cathodemovement into the region
upstreamof the ring cusp apparentlyinducesthe same sort of decrease in
o, losses through the ring cusp but losses to the centerlinecusp anode apparently
increaseand the combined _esult is that the plasma ion energy cost remains
relativelyconstant. While it may be possibleto replacethis centerline
anode with a cathode potentialsurfaceand stop the electronlosses to this
I!! i
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cusp, this change was not attempted during this study of the effect cathode
location on performance.
" The percentage of ions extracted from the discharge chamber into the
beamwas found to decrease as the cathode was moved away from the screen grid
toward the magnetic ring cusp. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the ex-
tracted ion fraction is plotted as a function of the cathode-screen grid
separation distance. The fraction of ions directed into the beam is seen to
reach a minimum when the cathode is near the axial location of the magnetic
ring cusp. It is believed that this fraction depends on the diameter of the
surface of revolution of the magnetic field line most distant from the thruster
centerline at the grids onto which primary electrons are emitted. Whenthe
cathode is close to the grids this would be the surface of revolution having
_' the same diametricalextent at the grids as the cathode (_ 4 cm in the case of
Fig. 2). If the cathodewere positionednear the cusp, however, Fig. 4 suggests
the electronswould be emittedonto field lines that convergeas they extend
toward the grids. This suggeststhat in this case the diametricalextent:of
the primaryelectron region at the grids would be small (<< 4 cm). It is also
postulatedthat the ion productionregion correspondscloselyto the region
occupied by the primaryelectrons. When the cathode is close to the grids,
the ion productionregion would be large and close to the grids and the ex-
tractedion fractionwould, therefore,be high. When the cathode is near the
ring cusp, the ion productionregion is probablysmall, but more importantly
it would be far from the grids and as a result the extractedion fraction
< would be small. Although beam profiles were not measured in this stud_one
would expect the beam profile to be flatter if the cathode were near the grids.
It should also be noted that the curve of Fig. 9 is one of constant beam
current (flow rate and utilization are both constant). This means that
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operationwith the cathodeat the cusp impliesa higher ion productionrate
than that realizedwhen the cathode is near the grids.
A phenomenonsimilarto the one describedin the preceedingparagraph
was observedwhen the diametricalextent of the cathodewas decreasedfrom
6 cm to 4 cm. This induced a reductionin the general level of extracted
ion fraction from the 0.7 range (data of Fig. 6) to the 0.2 range (data of
Fig. 9). Again_it is argued that the decrease in the diametricalextent of
the cathode induceda reductionin the diametricalextent of the ion produc-
tion volume near the grids and thereforea lesser ion extractionat the outer
radii of the grids.
Figure 9 also shows the extractedion fractionrising as the cathodeis
moved upstreamof the magnetic ring cusp. This phenomenoncan be explained
in a similarmanner assuming that a small fractionof electronsenteringthe
magnetic cusp region may be reflectedonto field lines on the opposite side
of the magnetic ring cusp.
Because the plasma ion energy cost decreasesand the extractedion
fraction increasesas the cathode is moved close to the grids, the best overall
performance(lowestbeam ion energy cost) is realizedwith the cathodeclose
to the grids. It should be noted, however,that the dischargebecomesun-
stablewhen the cathode is too close to the grids. The cause of this in-
stabilityis not understood.
Effectof Anode Position
When the anode loop shown schematicallyin Fig. 3 is moved downstream
from the axial locationof the magnetic field cusp to a pointjust upstream
of the dischargeextinctionpoint a dramaticreductionin the plasma ion
energy cost is observed. The lowest (optimum)plasma ion energy cost is
realizednear the thresholdof dischargeextinction. This effect can be
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seen in a plot of the plasma ion energy cost against the parameter [m (l-n )],
u
which is proportional to the discharge chamber neutral density. Figure 10
is a typical example of such a plot of data collected over a wide flow rate
range in these tests. The extent of the reduction in the plasma ion energy
cost induced by moving the anode from the cusp location downstream to that
point where extinction is approached (optimized anode location) is seen by
comparing the circular and square data symbols. These data
using the equation proposed by Brophyl
[
-COm( 1- n ) ] - 1
£ = £* 1 - e up p
can be fitted
(4 )
where £~, the baseline plasma ion energy cost, is the average energy required
to produce an ion when losses associated with excitation reactions and
Maxwellian electron energy losses to the anode are considered. The primary
electron utilization factor, Co' is given by the equation
(5)
where ab ;s the total inelastic collision cross section for primary electron-
neutral atom collisions, £e is the primary electron containment length (i.e.
the distance primary electrons would travel in the thruster before they would
reach the anode if they had no inelastic collisions), e is the electron charge,
Ag is the grid area, ~o is the grid transparency to neutral atoms, and Vo is
the velocity of the neutral atoms.
The values of the parameters £~ and Co that resulted in the best fits
of the two data sets in Fig. 10 are indicated on the figure. The increase in
Co caused by moving the anode to the optimized location reflects a corresponding
improvement in primary electron containment (an increase in £e). The reason
for the decrease in 8~ caused by this anode movement is not certain but it ;s
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probablydue to both reduced ion losses to the aq_de and reducedMaxwellian
temperaturesfor electronscollectedat the anode in the optimizedlocation.
When the anode was moved from the cusp locationto the optimizedlocation,no
significantchanges in the extractedion fractionswere observed. Hence the
minimum beam ion energy cost is realizedwhen the plasma ion energy cost is
a minimum (i.e. at the optimizedanode location).
The experimentalstudy of the effect of anode axial positionon perform-
ance was repeated for three differentdischargechamber lengths. Although
the axial locationof the anode loop at which the performancewas optimized
changed for each chamberlength, the actual level of ion productionlosses at
the optimum performanceconditionwas independentof chamber length. This
result is demonstratedin Fig. II, where plasma ion energy cost/neutraldensity
parameterdata for three chamberlengths, are shown to fall on a common curve,
characterizedby CO = 17 (A eq.)-I and _ = 47 eV. This result is important
because it impliesthat by optimizingthe anode locationrelative to the magnet
cusp one can define an ion source in which the plasma ion energy cost is in-
dependentof dischargechamber length. This leaves the designerfree to adjust
dischargechamber length to maximize extractedion fraction.
A study was also conductedto determinehow the anode axial position
requiredfor optimum performancewas affectedby changesin anode diameter.
With the dischargechamberlength held constant,the chamberwas operated in
three tests, each characterizedby an anode loop with a differentmajor diam-
eter. When the anodes were moved near the dischargeextinctionpoints in
these three tests, the performancewas again optimizedand the resultingplasma
ion energy cost/neutraldensityparameterdata pointsmeasured at these anode
positionsonce again fell on a common curve. This curve is shown along with
the data po_nt_.correspondingto each anode diameter in Fig. 12. It is
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noteworthy that the parameters characterizing the curve of Fig. 12 are
essentially the same as those that characterized the curve of Fig. II. It is
. noted that the 4 cm a_ode loop was operated _ 0.3 cm upstream of the extinc-
tion point to prevent excessive discharge current oscillations. These oscil-
lations were not observed with the Other anode loops,
The results of Fig. 12 indicate that the same discharge performance
characteristics can be achieved with anodes of different diameters if the
axial location of each anode is proper. Someinsight into which location is
proper can be obtained by plotting the optimum anode positions on an iron
filings map in the manner shown on Fig. 13. Careful examination of these anode
locations suggests that to first order they fall along a single magnetic field
line. This in turn suggests that the surface of revolution of this field line
serves as a "optimum virtual anode" for collecting electrons, In other words
the same performance is achieved in a discharge chamber for an anode positioned
to collect electrons at any place along the surface of revolution of a given
"virtual anode" field line. It is noted that the distance over which the anode
could be moved from the position where the minimum plasma ion energy cost was
first achieved to the point of discharge extinction was a function of neutral
atom density. At low densities the discharge would extinguished at the same
point that the minimum plasma ion energy cost was achieved. As the density
was increased it appeared that the anode could be moved through a small distance
at the minimum plasma ion energy cost before extinction occurred,
The ion source was also operated at a 32v discharge voltage in the con-
figuration of Fig. 3 with the anode position optimized. The plasma ion energy
cost data associated with this test are compared to those at 50v by the square
and circular data symbols respectively in Fig. 14. Both sets of data were
characterized by baseline plasma ion energy costs (_) of 45 eV and by primary
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electronutilizationfactors (CO) of II.5 (A eq.)-I for the 32v dischargeand
17 (A eq.)-1fOr the 50v discharge. Using the 17 (A eq.)-I value for CO as a
referencevalue in Eq. 5 with deHeer_collision cross sectiondata8 one
predictsCO = 12.8 (A eq.)-I for 32v operationon argon. This value is rea-
sonablyclose to the value of ll.5 (A eq.)-I determinedfrom the experimental
resultsof Fig. 14. This representsa corroborationof the dischargechamber
model for a differentdischargechamberdiameter than the one BrophyI used in
his tests.
Conclusions
The most significantfinding from this study is probably that the effi-
ciency of an 8 cm dia. chamberhaving one centerlineand one ring magnetic
field cusp is improvedsubstantiallyby moving the electroncollectionpoint
(anode)from the cusp to a point downstreamof the cusp. This findingsuggests
that the improvementin thruster performancethat Sovey4 achievedwith the ring
cusp thrusterwas not due to the fact that he moved the electron collection
point from a field line off of the cusp to the cusp itself. Hence the improved
performancehe observedwas caused by either removalof the baffle or the in-
creasedmagnetic field strength in his thruster. The resultsof the present
study also suggestthat the regionof electroncollectionon the anode corres-
pondingto optimum performancemay lie at any line of contacton the surface
of revolutionof the "optimumvirtual anode" field line on which incipient
dischargeextinctionoccurs. The sourceof this improvementis a reduction
in the plasma ion energy cost for the chamber. Extractedion fractionsdo not
seem to be affected by the locationat which electroncollectionoccurs so
long as it is effected in the region betweenthe ring cusp and the grids.
Further,the optimum performancelevel that can be achieved by proper position-
ing of the anode is the same, regardlessof the length of the dischargechamber.
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For a ring cusp dischargechamber in which electroncollectiondoes
occur at the cusps, the length of the dischargechamberand the positionof
the cathode in the chamberaffect both the energy cost of plasma ions and
the extractedion fractions. The most significantbeneficialeffect associated
with these changescan be achievedby placingthe cathode close to the grids.
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HOLLOWCATHODERESEARCH
An experimental study of the suitability of hollow cathodes as electron
emitters for arc jets was initiated late in the grant period and some prelimi- _
nary data were collected. The basic philosophy of the study was to begin with
a hollow cathode operating in a regime, where it is known to perform well in
ion thruster applications, and then extend the operation gradually into the
arc jet operating regim_ where its performance is not well understood. The
transition between these operating regimes has involved changing the propellant
from one used in ion sources (xenon) to one suitable for arc jets (nitrogen)
and increasing the interelectrode pressure from the ion source regime (of order
0.I Torr) to that for arc jets (of order I000 Torr).
Apparatus and Procedure
The basic test configuration used for this study as illustrated in
Fig. 15a includes a conventional 6.3 mmdia. orificed hollow cathode and a
5 cm dia. cylindrical, stainless steel, sheet metal anode having its axis
concentric with that of the cathode. The hollow cathode, which has a 0.5 mm
dia. hole at the center of its thoriated tungsten orifice plate, contains a
_olled tantalum foil insert (4 layers of 0.013 mmthick foil) dipped in
chemical R-500. The assembly of Fig. 15a is installed in a 30 cm dia. by
45 cm high vacuum chamber that can be isolated from its vacuum pump and back-
filled with various gases to _ 1 atmosphere through a valve connected to the
chamber. The interelectroderegion can be probed using a Langmuir probe that
can be swept from the cathode centerline to the anode surface at any axial
location downstream of the cathode orifice plate. The probe has a tantalum
electrode that is 0.79 mmdia. by 1.2 mmlong. Its output is recorded on an
X-Y plotter and analyzed using basically the same procedure as the one
9developed by Beattie.
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The test procedureused in thisstudyinvolvedheatingthe cathode,
establishinga flow rate throughit (_ 400 mA eq. for xenon,_ 5 A eq. for
nitrogen)and then applying a few hundredvolt potentialto the anode until
the dischargestartedand the dischargevoltageand heater current could be
turned down. During this startup procedurethe bell jar pressurewas main-
tained in the range _ O.l - l Torr. After startupthe cathode flow rate was
reducedto 92 mA eq. for xenon or maintainedat 5 A eq. for nitrogenand the
pressurewas maintainedin the range _ O.Ol to _ O.l Torr. The dischargewas
then allowed to run at IA dischargecurrentfor a few hours to insureopera-
tion had stablized. The chamberwas then isolatedfrom the vacuum pump and
backfilledwith the desiredgas in increments. After each backfillevent the
interelectrodepressurewas measuredusing either a Shultz Phelpsor
mechanical bellowsgauge, the anode voltagewas noted and Langmuirprobe
traces were recorded. All tests reported here have been conductedat a IA
dischargecurrent.
Results
When 92 mA of xenon was flowingthrough the cathodeorifice and no
backfillwas being used the interelectrodepressurewas typically_ O.Ol Torr
and the anode voltagerequired at IA dischargecurrentwas _ 20v. At this
point the dischargeluminosityextendedfrom a bright spot at the orifice
into a uniform,axiallysymmetric,rather diffuse plume extendingabout 3 cm
downstreamof the cathode.This operatingconditionissimilar tothatobserved
in ion thrustersusing hollow cathodes.lO As the chamberwas backfilledwith
xenon to a pressure in the range of l to lO Torr a luminoussheath became
visible at the anode surfaceand otherwisethe appearanceof the discharge
did not change. In the lO to 40 Torr range a very luminousspoke passing
from the orifice to the edge of the anode in the manner suggestedin Fig. 15b
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became evidentand the luminositydroppedoff rapidlyaway from the spoke.
As the interelectrodepressurewas increasedfurtherno changes in the
appearanceof the dischargewere evident;this dischargecontinuedto pass
from the orifice to the edge of the anode. In Fig. 16 a plot of data obtained
in a typical run for a xenon-fed,xenon-backfilledcathode shows that the anode
voltageremainedessentiallyconstantas the pressurewas increasedover the
range from _ 0.1Torr to about four orders of magnitudeabove this value.
Figure 17a shows the potentialprofilemeasured throughthe discharge
spoke at the point identifiedon Fig. 16 by the symbolO (_ lO Torr).
These data suggest a _ 20v potentialrise at the cathode and no additional
significantvoltage drop either throughthe spoke plasmaor at the anode.
Essentiallythis same potentialprofilewas observedover the completerange
of pressuresinvestigatedusing the xenon-fedcathodeand xenon backfill.
When the same xenon-fedhollowcathode was operated in a chamber back-
filled with nitrogenthe luminoussheath at the anode and the spoke again
developedin the same pressurerange that they had with xenon. In spite of
this similaritythe anode voltagerequired to sustainoperationchanged
dramaticallyfrom that for the xenon backfilledone. This differencecan be
seen by comparingthe circular and triangulardata pointsof Fig. 16. Although
these data points start out togetherat low pressurethe nitrogenbackfill
causes the anode voltageto rise with increasesin interelectrodepressure.
point identifiedby Qin Fig. 16 the potentialprofile throughtheAt the
spoke dischargefollowedthe triangularsymbolsin Fig. 17a. By comparingthe
o data points in this figure one can see the increasein anode voltage induced
by an increasein interelectrodenitrogenpressureis requiredto overcome
potentialdrops at the anode and in the bulk plasmaof the spoke. The cathode
potentialdrop is howevernot affectedby the nitrogenbackfillpressure so it
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appearsthat the cathode is continuingto operateas it did in the low pressure
ion thrusteroperatingregime. It should be noted that an ideal arc jet would
have zero voltagedrop at the cathodeand anode so all of the input power would
be going to heat the propellant. Hence the nitrogen-backfilledcathodewould
be more attractivein this applicationthan the xenon-backfilledone. The
spoke observed in both of these tests is, however,undesirablebecause it
impliesincompleteheatingof the propellantthat would be flowingthrough the
interelectrodegap of an arc jet.
As the interelectrodenitrogenpressureof the xenon-fedcathodewas in-
creased above about 50 Torr the electronemission site would move from the
cathodeorifice to the edge of the orifice plate over a time period on the
order of a second. As this movementoccurs, the anode voltagedrops in the
manner suggestedby the triangularsymbolson Fig. 16. It is presumedthis
occurs because the distancelbetweentheelectron emissionsite and the anode
decreasewhen the transitionoccurs. The dischargegenerallystabilizedwith
the electroncurrent passingfrom a very hot spot on the edge of the cathode
orifice plate and the upstream edge of the anode (as shown in Fig. 15c). It
is noted that the pressureat which this occurredvaried from test to test.
The generaltrend was that the pressure that was required to induce the transi-
tion in emissionsites increasedwith cathodeoperatingtime. Becausethe
work functionof the insert generallyincreaseswith cathodeoperatingtime
it is argued that the pressurerequiredto induce the emission site transition
from the insert to the edge of the orifice plate increasesas the insert is
depleted of low work functionmaterial.
In a final series of tests the cathodewas operatedwith 5 A eq. of
nitrogenflowingthrough the cathodeand nitrogenbackfillwas used. In this
case the dischargebehaviorwas essentiallythe same as that describedfor the
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xenon-fed,nitrogen-backfilledcathodedischarge. The typicalanode voltage
requirementas a functionof interelectrodepressureis shown by the square
symbols in Fig. 16. The interelectrodepotentialprofilesforpoints(_')and(_)
on this curve are given in Fig. 17b (solid squaresfor condition_where no
v
" internalcathodedischargewas presentand open squares for conditionQ
where an internaldischargewas present). The data of Fig. 17b suggestthat
there is a small cathodevoltage drop (in additionto bulk plasma and anode
drops) that accompaniesincreasesin interelectrodepressure. This behavior,
which was not observedfor the xenon-fedcathode,can be seen by comparingthe
open and solid squaresat the cathode location (_ zero radius). Still the
transitionof the emissionsite from inside to outsideof the cathodeoccurred
in the same pressurerange whetherthe interelectroderegion was backfilled
with xenon or nitrogen. It is possiblethat the cathodevoltagedrop suggested
by the data of Fig. 17b was due in part to the fact that the Langmuir probe was
not exactlyat the cathodeorifice. It had to be locatedI-2 mm downstreamto
the orifice to insure that the probe would not affect the discharge. It is
also likely that the nitrogenflow rate could be loweredsomewhatto minimize
this cathodevoltagedrop effect. The effectsof changes in cathodeflow
rate have not been investigatedat this time.
Conclusionsand Recommendations
As the interelectrodenitrogenpartialpressureof an orificed,hollow
cathodedischargeis increasedthe anode and bulk plasma potentialdrops
increase. The Voltagedrop at the cathodedoes not seem to be affectedas
significantlyby this pressure. This leads to the conclusionthat most of
the energy dissipationin such a dischargeoccurs at the anode and in the
bulk plasma region of the discharge. This in turn suggests that the hollow
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cathode should operateas effectivelyin the high pressureregime of the
arc jet as it does in the low pressureone of the ion thruster.
Unfortunatelythe electronemission site of an orificed hollow cathode
moves from inside the cathodeto the outsideedge of the cathodeorifice plate
as the interelectrodenitrogenpressure passesthrough pressuresin the range
of severaltens of Torr. When this transitionoccurs the anode voltagede-
creases. In order to prevent this transitionthe hollow cathodeorifice plate
could be removedso the dischargecan be establishednormally betweenthe edge
of the cathode tube and the anode. It is also noted that one reason for an
orifice plate (to maintain the internal pressurein the cathodewhen external
pressuresare low) is eliminatedwhen interelectrodepressuresare high.
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CONSTRAINEDSHEATHOPTICS
Both experimental and theoretical studies II'12 have indicated that the
shape of the sheath from which ions are drawn to form ion beamlets in an ion
acceleration system, is altered by changes in the discharge plasma properties
and the ion extraction voltages. This apparently occurs because altering
either the discharge plasma without altering the accelerating voltage or visa
versa necessitates a readjustment of the sheath to ensure the Child-Langmuir
current density law will continue to be satisfied. For example, decreasing
the rate at which ions are supplied to the sheath from a value J to J causes
i 2
the sheath to move further from the accelerator grid so the space charge
limited capacity of the grid system will match and the reduced ion current
being supplied. The nature of this sheath motion is suggested in Fig. 18a by
the movement from the dashed sheath line (corresponding to J ) to the solid
I
_ one (corresponding to J ). Because the outer boundary of the sheath is con-2
strained by the edge of the screen grid hole, the change in beam current from
J to J results in a more concave sheath This increased concavity in turnI 2
causes the qualitative change in the ion beamlet shape suggested by the transi-
tion between the dashed and solid beamlet envelope lines in Fig. 18a. If beam
current continues to be reduced the ion trajectories begin to cross over each
other and excessive direct ion impingement on the accelerator grid occurs.
If on the other hand, the current supplied to the grids is increased the
sheath becomes flatter, the beamlet envelope expands and if this trend is con-
tinued, direct ion impingement can again become excessive. It is this latter
condition that imposes a limit on the ion current that can be extracted at a
given accelerating voltage condition. These arguments suggest that one might
be able to realize either higher or lower ion beamlet currents at a given
accelerating voltage condition without excessive impingement currents if the
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shape of the sheath could be controlled.
Severalyears ago, Byers proposedthe use of a fine mesh screen to
_ accomplishthe sheath controllingfunctionjust describedbut found that the
screen burned throughquickly.13 More recentlyAston proposedthe decoupled
extractionand accelerationconcept (DEAC),I4which includesfocusingthe
•screen grids that appear to be servingthis same function. The constrained
sheath optics system that is the focus of this research involvesa screen like
the one Byers proposed. The shape of this screen is selectedto match the
shape of the sheath of a properlyfocusedbeamlet.II The basic concept of
constrainedsheath optics is then to place a constrainingscreenon the screen
grid hole that would inducemany sheathsthat would move in the manner suggested
in Fig. 18b as the beam currentwas changedfrom a high value J to a lower one
I
J . Becausethe overall sheath is constrainedto the basic concave shape
2
shown in Fig. 18b, it is argued that the beamletenveloperemains relatively
unchangedas these beam currentchanges are introduced.
Apparatusand Procedure
In order to test the validityof this concept,a special8 cm dia. ring
cusp ion source designedfor ion implantationapplicationsand equippedwith
a single 2.9 cm dia. screen grid aperturewas modified to serve as a test
bed. The source,which was operatedon argon propellantfor the tests,
utilizeda tungstenfilamentcathode. The acceleratorgrid had a single
2.3 cm dia. aperturealignedwith the screen grid apertureon the ion source
centerline. The grids,which were both 1.5 mm thick,were separatedby 2.8 cm.
The test was conductedby operatingthe ion sourceover a range of beam
currentsat various acceleratingvoltage conditionsfirst without the con-c
strainingscreen and then with it. At each operatingconditionthe beam
currentand impingementcurrentwere recordedand ion beam was probedusing
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a Faradayprobe located46 cm downstreamof the accel grid. From the Faraday
probe data the divergenceangle of the beam was computedusing the usual defini-
tion, namely the half angle of the cone enclosing95% of the beam currentand
containingthe circumferenceof the accel grid aperature.
The constrainingscreen used for this study was made of 0.25 mm dia.
tantalumwires separatedby _ l mm and arrangedin a crossed pattern. It was
attached by spot welding it to the upstreamscreen grid surface. The constrain-
ing screen was then deformedmechanicallyuntil its positionon the hole center-
line was 0.03 cm upstreamof its original,flat positionand its contour
II
appeared to be the same as that for the sheath of a well-focusedbeamlet.
Results
Resultsobtained in the tests are presentedin Fig. 19 where a comparison
of the impingement-to-beamcurrent ratio and the beamletdivergencehalf angle
are shown for variousoperatingconditionsboth with the constrainingscreen
(open symbolsand solid lines) and without it (solidsymbolsand dashed lines).
Normalizedperveanceper hole (P) values were computed for Fig. 19 using the
equation
JB[]2p=_.. ,_VT3/2 _ss (6)
where JB is the beam current, VT is the total acceleratingvoltage, and ds is
the screen hole diameter (definedin Fig. 18a). The effectiveacceleration
length _, was assumed to be distance betweenthe acceleratorgrid plane and
an imaginaryplane tangentto the constrainingscreen at the hole centerline.
This same distance (_ = 3.25 cm) was used to compute the perveancefor both ,,
the free and constrainedsheath results. The net acceleratingvoltages (Vn)
and the net-to-totalacceleratingvoltageratios (R) given on Fig. 19 can
be used to computethe total acceleratingvoltageneeded in Eq. 6.
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Figure 19. Constrained/Free Sheath Optics Comparison
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The data of Fig. 19, which have been collectedover a very wide range
of net acceleratingvoltages (7.5 kv to 60 kv), suggesttwo importantpoints.
They are:
l) the impingementcurrentsmeasuredwith the constrainingscreen are
either equal to or less than those obtainedwithout it, and
2) the beamletdivergenceangles remain relativelyconstant as either
the beam current (i.e. normalizedperveanceper hole) or the
acceleratingvoltageare changedwith the constrainedsheath optics
while dramaticchanges in these angles are observed when the free
sheath optics system is used.
It is noted that operationat high perveancelevels was not attemptedat
the higher net acceleratingvoltageof Fig. 19. Such operationwas not at-#
temptedbecauseof the fear that the Faradayprobe would be destoyed if it
were operated in the high energy flux environmentthat exists in this regime.
ConcludingRemarks
It should be noted that the net acceleratingvoltagesused in this study
are much higher than those that wouldbe used in typical ion thrusterapplica-
tions. Still, the trends shown supportthe physicalmodel presentedand
suggestthe constrainedsheath optics conceptcould be used to maintain proper
ion beamlet focusingat high beam current densitiesand low net accelerating
voltageswithout the need for close grid spacings. Such operationwould be
accomplishedby operatingat a low net-to-totalacceleratingvoltageratio.
It is also possiblethat a constrainedsheath, single screen grid hole covered
with a sheath constrainingscreen and a single hole accelgrid might be used
to design an ion optics system. It is noted that considerableadditionalre-
search needs to be conductedto demonstratethe true potentialsof this con-
cept for ion thruster applications. This research should includea study of
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the effectsof I) the webbing thicknessand spacingand the aperture shapes
in the constrainingscreen,2) the surfacecontourof the constrainingscreen,
3) installationof a third (decel)grid, and 4) operationat the net accelerat-
ing voltageand beam currentlevels appropriateto ion thrusteroperation.
The followingpotentialadvantagesof constrainedsheathoptics over
conventionaloptics are suggested:
e Higher currentdensitiescould be achievedat low specific impulses,
e Close grid separationswould not be requiredso grid failuresdue
to thermaldistortionand grid shortingby metallic flakeswould be
much less likely.
• Thrustershaving diametersgreaterthan those being tested today
-_guldbe operated.
e Stable grid system operationcould be achievedover a wider range
of beam currentand accelerationvoltageoperatingconditions.
c.
o The accelerationgrid supportstructurewould be simpler to both
design and build.
The conceptalso carrieswith it some disadvantagesrelativeto conven-
tional designs that should be mentioned. These include:
• The screen grid fabricationrequirementscould be more complex.
• Dischargechamber performancewould be degraded if it were necessary
to make the screen grid less transparentto dischargechamber ions
than conventionaldesigns.
• The transparencyof the grid systemto neutralatoms could increase.
Consideredin total the potentialadvantagesof the conceptare con-
sideredsufficientto outweighthe potentialdisadvantagesand the concept
is consideredsufficientlypromisingto warrant additionalstudy.
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THREE GRID-BEAMLETVECTORING
Barry Andrews
The divergenceand deflectioncharacteristicsof ion beam optics are
importantparametersin the design of electrostaticthrusters. At the low net
accelerationvoltagesaSsociatedwith low specific impulse,inert gas ion
thrusteroperationit becomes necessaryto either use an extremelyclose grid
separationdistance or to operateat a very low net-to-totalaccelerating
voltageratio. Operationat a low net-to-totalacceleratingvoltage ratio
requiresa three grid optics system to assure good optical performance. In
order to minimize the off-axis thrust associatedwith dished grid sets, hole
misalignmentsare used to redirectthe emergingbeamletsfrom these three
grid systems. A study that would yield either empiricalcorrelationsor a
theoreticalmodel of beamletdeflectionas a functionof hole misalignment
would facilitatedesign of these grids. Further,some ion thrusterappli- _
cationswould benefitfrom a beam that could be vectoredand grid translation
is one method of producinga moderate thrust vectoringcapability.15 In
addition,beam focusingmay be desirableto increasethe currentdensity in
such ground-basedapplicationsas sputtering.16 Again a model or empirical
correlationsdescribingthe effectsof hole misalignmenton three grid optics
would be useful in designingthe hardwareneeded for such equipment. Conrad
has proposeda theoreticalmodel of these effects17 and one purposeof this
research i_to verify his resultsover the range of parametersof interest
for electric propulsionapplications A secondobjectiveis to determine
the preferredgrid system translationscheme for ion thrusterapplications.
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Apparatusand Procedure
The apparatusand proceduresused for this study are identicalto those
which were used during a previousbeamletvectoringinvestigation,2 except for
the additionof a deceleratorgrid and the additionalhardwareneeded to effect
its translation. Briefly,a mildly divergentmagnetic field 8 cm diameter
electron-bombardmention source is operatedon argon propellant. Tungsten
wire filamentsare used as both the main and neutralizercathode emitters.
The screen,accelerator(accel),and decelerator(decel)grids are made from
thin,flat sheet graphite. The grid aperture patterncomprisesa nineteenhole
hexagonalarray with a center-to-centerhole spacingof 2.5 mm. Variablegrid
separationis accomplishedby using various numbersof thin mica sheets (0.25 mm
thick). The assembledacceleratorsystem is placedon a masked-downdischarge
chamber,which ensuresthat the l cm2 hexagonalhole array extracts ions from
a near uniform plasma. The deceleratorgrid is biased 12v below ground
potentialto prevent neutralizationelectronsfrom reachingits surface.
The nomenclatureused to describe the geometryof one of the nineteen
hole sets in the three grids is shown in Fig. 20. As the figure suggeststhe
apparatusis designed so the accel, decel or both of these grids can be trans-
lated to inducebeamletvectoring. The acceleratoror deceleratorgrids can
be translatedin a directionperpendicularto the grid hole axes during thruster
operationby mechanicalsystemscoupledto micrometerassemblies,while the
screen grid is held stationary. With this type of arrangement,relative
screen grid deflectioncan also be achieved by translatingthe accel and decel
holes simultaneouslyin such a way that their axes remain aligned.
A schematicof this grid translatingapparatusis shown in Figure 21.
t,
Separateassembliesattached to the accel and decel grids are used to translate
them under the action of the micrometers,which are locatedoutsideof the bell
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jar. Extensionspringsare employed to remove the backlash from their assem-
blies at the push rod/guideinterfaceand at the micrometer/insulating
connector-guideinterface. The grids are held in place at their sides by
grid guides and they are held at the proper spacingby a loading block that
compressesthe mica spacer/gridsandwichtogether. Testingof the apparatus
has shown it is possibleto maintain the desired positioningaccurracy
(< O.Ol mm) and achieve the needed electricalisolationbetweenthe various
componentsof the system that are at differentpotentials.
The procedureused in this study is similarto that employed by Homa2 in
an earlier experiment. In short, beam currentdensity profilesare measured
using a movable probe rake containingthirty individualFaraday ion current
sensorswhich can be positionedat variousdistancesdownstreamfrom the
acceleratorsystem. The beam currentdensity profilesare recordedand analyzed
using a Hewlett Packard3054 Data Logger in conjunctionwith a computer routine.
A detaileddescriptionof how the computer routinecalculatesdivergenceand
2
deflectionangles can be seen in the aforementionedstudy by Homa.
For the presentstudy, the standardcase selectedis defined by the
followinggeometricaland operatingconditions:
Screen hole diameter (ds) 2.06 mm
Total acceleratingVoltage (VT) llO0 volts
Dischargevoltage (VD) 40 volts
Net-to-totalacceleratingvoltage ratio (R) 0.70
Screen grid thicknessratio (ts/ds) 0.19
Acceleratorgrid thicknessratio (ta/ds) 0.37
Deceleratorgrid thicknessratio (td/ds) 0.37
Acceleratorhole diameter ratio (da/ds) 0.64
Deceleratorhole diameter ratio (dd/ds) 0.83
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Screen-to-acceleratorgrid separationratio (_g/ds) 0.49
Accelerator-to-deceleratorgrid separationratio (_d/ds) 0.25
The standardcase describedabove was selectedto define a conditionat
which the performanceobtained from this apparatuscould be comparedto that
18
measured previouslyin a study of the three inmovablegrids.
Results
The data that have been collectedso far in this study are considered
preliminary. The intentof this study is to determinethe preferredway to
achieve beamlet steeringand then to carry out a parametricstudy using this
preferredmethod. To this date, the experimentshave not yielded sufficiently
consistentresults so such informationas the ratio of deflectionangle to grid
translationdistance can be presented, Research has show_ however,that trans-
lationof the accel grid inducesbeamletdeflection in a directionopposite
to accel grid motion while decel or screen grid translationcause the beamlet
to be deflected in the same directionas eitherof these grids is moved. In
addition,data collectionhas consistentlyshown that the deflectionangle is
most sensitiveto accel grid translationand least sensitiveto decel grid
translation.
Conclusion
The apparatusneeded to test the beamletdeflectioninducedby trans-
lating each of the three grids relative to the other two grids has been de-
veloped. Researchhas indicatedthat precisiongrid alignmentand stable
o thrusteroperationare essentialif accuratedata are to be obtained.
Furtherwork is needed to obtain continuousand consistentvalues of beamlet
deflectionas a function grid translation.
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APPENDIX A
A Techniquefor Making Iron FilingsMaps
in Strong Fields from PermanentMagnets _
In order to make magnetic field maps for ring cusp thrusters,lO0 mesh
iron filingsare mixed with a two-componentacrylic and the mixture is placed
in a thin layer betweentwo slides,made from 1.6 mm thick clear acrylic that
fit into the dischargechamber.-The acryliccement nearestthe magnets is
heated prior to insertioninto the dischargechamber to speed curing in these
high field strengthareas. The slide assembly is then allowed to cool and
after severalminutes it is placed insidethe dischargechamber to cure. The
cement in the heated areas near the magnetic field cusps is more viscousthan
the rest of the mixture and this preventsrapid loss of the iron filings to
the edges of the slide in these areas. The un-heatedcementis less viscous
and this facilitatesmovementof the iron filingsin the lower flux density
regionsof the source. After the cementhas set, the slide maybe removed
and photocopied. A typicalmap made in this way is shown in Fig. 4. The
time required to make a map is of course dependenton the settingtime of the
cement being used. Cement having a l hour settingtime was found to work well
in making the map of Fig. 4.
\
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